
 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 

The Hungarian Association of Teachers and Researchers of 
Languages for Specific Purposes (SZOKOE) 

and 
 

Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church in Hungary 
 

cordially invite you to participate in the 
 

24th SZOKOE Annual International Conference 
 

entitled 

 

REPOSITIONING THE TEACHING OF LSP: 
TECHNOLOGICAL AND STRUCTURAL 

CHALLENGES 
 

Date: 29–30 November, 2024 

Venue:  Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church in Hungary 
1088 Budapest, Reviczky u. 4-6. 

 

Talks are invited in Hungarian and English in the following fields: 

 
educational technologies, digitalisation, artificial intelligence 

curriculum, material design, methodology 
assessment, evaluation, testing 

self-directed learning 
teaching and research 

aspects of Hungarian as a foreign language for specific purposes 
terminology, lexicology 

genre studies, discourse analysis 
intercultural communication,  

translation, interpretation 
sharing of knowledge, transmission of values 

 

SZOKOE is also inviting papers for the Porta Lingua peer reviewed 

online journal 

Registration / Submission of Abstracts: from 1 February to 5 April, 2024 
 



 

 

 

 

 

Registration fee for the conference in 2024: The registration fee covers participation at the 

presentations, conference materials and the expenses of the reception. The registration fee does not 

cover travel expenses, accommodation or lunches during the conference sessions. 

 

Participants  70 EUR/person 

Ph.D. students  25 EUR/person 

 

Please note that all bank and transfer charges must be paid by the sender. Thus, when making the 

transfer, please select the option that all charges are paid by the sender.  

 

Abstracts: from 1 February to 5 April, 2024 

 

 

The requirements of the abstract to be submitted are the following: 
 

The abstract should be between 150-200 words in the language used together with five keywords. We 

recommend that the authors closely follow the substantive and formal guidelines (see Publication 

guidelines). The abstract of your paper must inform readers about the research you made, as well as 

the most important results contained in your paper. The main requirement for writing your abstract is 

that it provides the reader a complete, easily understandable summary of the content of your paper. 

Furthermore, your abstract should provide efficient information about your paper in such a manner 

that it raises the interest of colleagues from other areas of research. In short, your abstract should be 

written in academic style, include a formal indication of the focus of your research, information about 

the methodology you used and the results obtained.  
 

 

 

 

 

Further information and registration here 
 

 

https://rebrand.ly/8syqtj6

